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an absolute must-have for anyone who uses sketchup models in real life,
sketchup’s tangent/curvature tools allow you to manipulate and alter the
surface of a 3d model with ease. simply select the surface you wish to
work on, then select one of the options that appear (e.g. length, angle,
curvature). the plugin can be downloaded here. the paint with selections
tool allows you to paint over 3d objects with ease. simply select a point in
the 3d view, then paint over it. the sketchup model remains unclipped,
and you can move it around without worrying about it clipping any other
parts. this is great for adding color over your model. you can even change
the color of a specific part of the object! the plugin can be downloaded
here. this plugin allows you to create an array along a path. a series of
components can be quickly placed in a predefined arrangement, perfect
for balustrades like the one shown above. a full tutorial can be found here,
and you can download the plugin here. the selftoolbar plugin provides a
set of tools with which you can perform commonly needed tasks, such as
creating, duplicating, copying, deleting, rotating, scaling, mirroring,
printing and exporting. selftoolbar also provides a number of functions
that are useful in the creation of architectural 3d models. it provides a
system for the creation of basic 3d elements such as spheres, cubes,
cylinders, and boxes. the spheres tool allows you to create a sphere or
shell from a face or edges. the spheres tool can also be used to create
volumes from spheres and cylinders.
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the truss plugin is integrated with the medeek truss designer and can
provide engineering data (loads, internal forces, reactions and

deflections) for specific common truss types (ie. king post, queen post,
fink, howe and double fink). the plugin is also recently integrated with the

medeek beam calculator and can automatically load the design
parameters from sketchup in order to check bending, shear, bearing and
deflection for typical north american glulam beam sizes. engineering for
other truss types as well as rafters, joists and sheathing is in the process

of being added and will become available in future releases. for additional
engineering tools and site criteria maps please visit our resources page.
the design checker is a plugin that can be used to verify your drawings.

the plugin will allow you to select a specific set of geometry to check and
it will automatically check the entire model and display all areas of

concern. it is also possible to ignore geometry or select areas in an area
of concern to check. the design checker can be downloaded here. the
eraser tool allows you to erase specific geometry, components and/or

materials. you can use the eraser tool to quickly erase a single component
or to erase a continuous path of components or materials. the eraser tool
is the perfect tool for quickly erasing a mistake or repairing a model. the
eraser tool can be downloaded here. the water tool allows you to easily
create a path of water in your model. it is extremely easy to create an

accurate water path that fills the space needed and without mistakes, as
this is one of the most basic and useful tools to have in your design

toolbox. the water tool can be downloaded here. 5ec8ef588b
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